Abstract

- This study can be regarded as the first one that focuses on the palaces of Neamat Mokhetar in the region of Al-Marga as well as the palace of Zein Al-Wakel.

- The study sheds light on the most distinct features of each palace within the region as the place of study.

- Setting a comparison among the distinguishing elements of the palaces as the place of study for preceding their historical development and their emergence for the first time.

- Adding new sites and palaces to the map of the historical Cairo, including the palaces of the prince; Yousief Kamal, the princesses; Shoecar Ibrahim and Neamat Mokhetar as well.

- Analzing the archeological, architectural and historical data for having results explaining the roles of the tour guide, e.g. the famous international architecturer; Antoine Lashek and his design of various palaces, including the palace of Yousief Kamal in Al- Matarya.

- Employing the civilized and historical data for preparing the tour guides to carry out their career tasks completely.

- Employing towers as an architectural element seen in the castle of Salah El Dein, then they are found in the palaces of Neamat Mokhetar in Al-Shekh Mansour, connecting such datum between the two different architectures and pointing it out for the tourist and how the Islamic civilization is closely connected.